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Shutting Down DNA Construction:  
How Senescence Halts Growth of Potential Cancers 

Wistar Scientists Describe the Mechanics of Oncogene-Induced Senescence 
 

 PHILADELPHIA – (April 4, 2013) – Researchers from The Wistar Institute explain a new molecular 
mechanism behind the phenomenon of oncogene-induced senescence. By depriving the cell of the 
ability to make new nucleotides—the building blocks of DNA molecules—cells can suppress cancer 
development by forcing a damaged cell into a senescent state, where the cell remains alive yet cannot 
reproduce. According to the researchers, their findings may offer a new strategy to strengthen the 
effects of anti-cancer drugs and chemotherapies. 

Their findings, which appear in the April 25 issue of Cell Reports (available online now), show how a 
senescent cell may become cancerous if supplied with a new source of nucleotides. Their experiments 
were performed using nevi—the technical term for moles—and melanoma cells, but the underlying 
mechanism may apply to all human cells.  

“Oncogene-induced senescence is an automatic mechanism that arrests the growth of normal cells 
when an oncogene or cancer-causing gene is activated to prevent the progression of these cells into 
cancer,” said Rugang Zhang, Ph.D., associate professor in The Wistar Institute Cancer Center’s Gene 
Expression and Regulation program. “We identified how an oncogene can set senescence into motion 
by suppressing RRM2, an enzyme necessary for producing nucleotides.” 

Without the nucleotide building blocks of DNA, Zhang says, the cell cannot multiply. When new 
sources of nucleotides are introduced, however, the cell goes into overdrive, becoming cancerous.  

Zhang offers an analogy comparing senescence to a construction site, where workers continue to build 
as long as they have a steady supply of bricks. When an oncogene is activated, it is like hiring an 
excess of workers. A normal cell’s typical defense mechanism is to cancel orders for new bricks. When 
all the excess workers quickly run through their supply of bricks, the construction site shuts down. This 
is essentially senescence. If you suddenly flood the site with new building materials, the workers go 
into overdrive, building wildly without supervision. In the case of cancer, this causes the cells to put 
DNA building into overdrive—starting the endless cycles of cell growth and division that are the 
hallmark of cancer. 

To explore how oncogene-induced senescence works, Zhang and his colleagues compared human 
moles (essentially, pre-cancerous lesions in a senescent state) to cancerous melanoma cells. They found 
that stable, senescent cells experienced a dramatic decrease in the available number of nucleotides. This 
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was linked to the suppression of RRM2, a gene whose protein is important for making nucleotides. 
Further, they linked this RRM2 suppression to mutations in BRAF or NRAS, proteins that control the 
cycle of growth and replication within cells that have been labeled “oncogenes” because their mutation 
is linked to melanoma and other cancers. Indeed, they report that melanoma patients with high levels of 
RRM2 fare worse, overall.  

Since cells that lacked nucleotides became senescent, the researchers wondered what would happen if 
they resupplied the cell with nucleotides—in essence, providing eager workers more bricks. They 
found that, even in cells with an inactive RRM2 gene, the cell rapidly resumed growing and dividing. 
Such an event in moles, for example, could be what causes melanoma. 

“Moles are probably the most visible example of the effect of oncogene-induced senescence in human 
cells,” said Katherine M. Aird, Ph.D., lead author of the study and postdoctoral fellow in the Zhang 
laboratory at Wistar. “The cells within a mole may have arrested growth, but they are still alive, and 
may regain activity, even turning cancerous. That is why your dermatologist might tell you to keep an 
eye on a seemingly benign mole, as changes in its size, color or shape could indicate that it is no longer 
benign.”  

According to Aird, if you could stabilize senescence, perhaps by targeting RRM2, it could put the 
brakes on even drug-resistant cells. 

“This mechanism also suggests a strategy for patient therapy,” Aird explained. “If we can decrease 
RRM2 activity, it could force tumor cells into a stronger senescent state, perhaps improving the 
effectiveness of chemotherapy or targeted drugs.”  

The Zhang laboratory receives support from the National Institutes of Health/National Cancer Institute 
(R01 CA 160331), the Department of Defense Ovarian Cancer Academy Award (OC093420), and the 
Liz Tilberis Award from the Ovarian Cancer Research Fund. Aird is supported by an NIH/NCI training 
grant (T32 CA 9171-35). 

Co-authors from the Zhang laboratory also include Hua Li, Benjamin G. Bitler, Azat Garipov. Wistar 
collaborators include Meenhard Herlyn, D.V.M., D.Phil., and Gao Zhang, Ph.D., a postdoctoral fellow 
in the Herlyn laboratory. Additional co-authors include Hong Wu, Ph.D., of Fox Chase Cancer Center; 
Zhi Wei, Ph.D., of the New Jersey Institute of Technology; and Stephan N. Wagner, Ph.D., of the 
Medical University of Vienna and the CeMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian 
Academy of Sciences. 
 
The Wistar Institute is an international leader in biomedical research with special expertise in cancer research and 
vaccine development. Founded in 1892 as the first independent nonprofit biomedical research institute in the 
country, Wistar has long held the prestigious Cancer Center designation from the National Cancer Institute. The 
Institute works actively to ensure that research advances move from the laboratory to the clinic as quickly as 
possible. The Wistar Institute: Today’s Discoveries – Tomorrow’s Cures. On the Web at  www.wistar.org. 
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